INTRODUCTION
EVER SISCE the appearance of Bohm-Bawerk's Positive Theorie des I<apitals, the idea of a preference for advancing the timing of future satisfaction has been widely used in economic theory. The question of how to define this idea precisely has, however, been given insufficient attention. If the idea of preference for early timing is to be applicable also to a world of changing prices, money expenditure on consumption is not a suitable measure of "satisfaction level," and money expenditure divided by a consumers' goods price index is at best an approximate measure, useful for econometric work but not providing the sharp distinctions that theory iequires. I t seems better, therefore, to try to define preference for advanced timing entirely in terms of a utility function. Moreover, if the idea of preference for early timing is to be expressed independently of assumptions that have made the construction of cardinal utility possible3 (such as choice between uncertain prospects, or stochastic choice, or independence of commodity groups in the preference structure) it will be necessary to express it in terms of an ordinal utility function, that is, a function that retains its meaning under a monotonic (increasing) transformation. I t .tvould seem that this can be done only if one postulates a certain persistency over time in the structure of preference.
This study started out as an attempt to formulate postulates permitting a sharp definition of impatience,the short term Irving Fisher has introduced for preference for advanced timing of satisfaction. To avoid complications connected with the advancing age and finite life span of the individual consumer, these postulates were set up for a (continuous) utility function of a consumption program extending over an infinite future period. The 1 Thls study was carrled out In part under a grant from the Natlonal Sclence Foundation.
1 am Indebted to Gerard Debreu and Herbert Scarf for extremely valuable comments and suggestions on the subject and methods of thls paper 3 For n recent dlscusslon, see Debreu [2]. 287 surprising result was that only a slight strengthening of the continuity postulate (incorporated in Postulate I below) permits one to conclude from the existence of a utility function satisfying the postulates, that impatience prevails at least in certain areas of the program space. In other words, conditions hardly stronger than those that appear needed to defineimpatience in a meaningful way are sufficient to $rove that there are zones of impatience. Intuitively, the reason is that if there is in all circumstances a preference for postponing satisfaction--or even neutrality toward timingthen there is not enough room in the set of real numbers to accommodate and label numerically all the different satisfaction levels that may occur in relation to consumption programs for an infinite future. This paper thus has become a study of some implications of a continuous and stationary (see Postulate 3) ordering of infinite programs. Flexibility of interpretation remains as to whether this ordering may serve as a first approximation to the preferences of an individual consumer, or may perhaps be an "impersonal" result of the aggregation of somewhat similar individual preferences (interpreting "consumption" as "consumption per head" in the case of a growing population), or finally may guide choices in a centrally planned economy. In each of these interpretations further modifications and refinements may be called for.
The first paper in the literature basing the study of utility on a set of behavior axioms (or postulates), known to this author, was by Professor Frisch [5] . Since then this method has been widely applied to establish utility concepts appropriate to a variety of choice problems. In most cases the postulates have been in terms of preferences rather than of a utility function. To limit the mathematical difficulties, the postulates of the present study are in terms of a utility function, with the understanding that an alternative with higher utility is always preferred over one with lower utility, and indifference exists between alternatives of equal utility. Studies deriving the existence of an ordinal utility function from postulates about preferences have been made by Wold Two levels of discussion are separated in what follows. The contents and findings of each section are first stated in general terms. Then, where needed, the more technical stipulations, proofs and discussions are given in a starred section bearing the same number. The starred sections can be passed up by readers interested primarily in the results and in the less technical phases of the reasoning.
T H E PROGRAM SPACE -NOTATIOK
A program for an infinite future will be denoted 2". Each consumption vector xt is to be selected from a connected subset X of the n-dimensional commodity space, which wc take to be the same for all t.
Hence tx = (xt, xt+l, . . .) belongs to the cartesian product IXof an infinite sequence of identical sets X. Expressions such as "for some xt," "for all tx," ctc., \++ill in what follows always mean "for some xt E X," "for all tu E lX," etc., and all functions of xt or tx are to be thought of as defined on X or on lX, respectively.
E X I S T E S C E O F X CONTIXUOUS UTILITY FUNCTION
Before stating the basic postulate asserting this existence, the meaning of continuity needs to be clarified. Continuity of a function f(y) of a vector y means that, for every y, one can make the absolute difference lf(yl) -f(y)1 as small as desired by making the distance d(yl, y) between y' and y sufficiently small, regardless of the direction of approach of y' to y. For vectors y = (yl, . . ., y,) with a finite number n of components there is a wide choice of definitions of the distance function d(y', y), all of which establish the same continuity concept, and the maximum absolute difference for any component,
is as suitable as any of a large class of alternatives. But in an infinitedimensional space the continuity concept is sensitive to the choice of the distance function used. I n what follows we shall employ as a "distance" between two programs lx, the function This is the maximum distance in the sense of (5) 
Comparison with the above definition of continuity of a function f(y) will show that we are here making a slightly stronger requirement (which obviously implies ordinary continuity). For any U' and U" bracketing the given U , we want the same maximum distance 6 between lx' and l x to guarantee that U' 2 U ( l x l )5 U" regardless of which is the member l x of the class of all programs with utility equal to U , to which the program lx' has a distance 5 6. Figure 1 shows a simplified case where l x has only two scalar components xl and xz. JVe then require that there be a band consisting of all points no further than 6 away from some point of the indifference curve U(x1, xz) = U , which band is to fall entirely within the zone U'< -xb) I U". Essen-U(x;, - tially, then, we are requiring that the utility function not be infinitely more sensitive to changes in the quantities of one program than it is to a n y such changes in another eqztivalent program.
3". If we call the set {lx E lLY1 U(1x) = U ) the equivalence class defined by U, then the continuity property defined by Postulate 1 may be called zhnijor?n continuity on each eqztivalence class.5
Since U(lx) is continuous on a connected set IX, the set of values assumed by U(lx) is an interval I U.
SENSITIVITY
There would not be much interest in a utility function that assumes the same value for all programs. Such a utility function would not discriminate among any alternatives. I n fact, we shall need a somewhat stronger sensitivity postulate than just a statement that the utility function is not a constant. JTTe shall require that utility can be changed b y changing the consumption vector in some designated period. The use of the first period for this purpose in the following postulate is a matter of convenience, not of necessity.
POSTULATE
consu,nption a 2. T h e r e exist first-period vectors XI, xi a n d pvogm,n 2% from-the-second-period-on, such that 4". The need for placing the program change for which sensitivity is postulated in a designated period can be illustrated by an example suggested by Scarf. Let there be only one commodity (hence xt is a scalar, amount of bread, say) and consider U(lx) r lim sup xt .
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This function satisfies all the postulates except Postulate 2. A4decision-malter guided by it has a heroic unconcern for any (upward or downward) changes in the program that affect only a finite number of periods, no matter how many. His eyes are only on the highest consumption level that is repeated or approximat-I t has been pointed out to me by Debreu that the postulates of this paper do ;lot precisely fit those of his study [3] of the existence of a utility function cited above.
Since in the topology generated by the distance function (6) the space 1X is not separable, Debreu's theorems do not apply to the present case. Yeither can we say, in the topology generated by (6), that, if we specify that X is a compact set, mere continuity of U ( l x )implies the stronger continuity of Postulate 1 . Both statements would become valid if the so-called Pvodztct topology were substituted for that used here. For a definition of the product topology, see, for instance, Taylor '9, 2.5, p. 79:. ed infinitely often, no matter how long the wait for the first occurrence of a level close to that top, or the waits between successive occurrences. Postulate 2 excludes him.
AGGREGATION BY P E R I O D S
Having rejected expenditure on consumption as a measure for the satisfaction levels reached in particular periods, we must find another means of labeling such levels. This can be done if we are willing to postulate that the particular bundle of commodities to be consumed in the first period has no effect on the preference between alternative sequences of bundles in the remaining future, and conversely. One cannot claim a high degree of realism for such a postulate, because there is no clear reason why complementarity of goods could not extend over more than one time period. I t may be surmised, however, that weaker forms of this postulate would still allow similar results to be reached. The purpose of the present form is to set the simplest possible stage for a study of the effect of timing alone on preference.
POSTULATE 3 (3a and 3b). For all xl, x;, ZX, ZX', We shall show that, as a consequence of Postulate 3, the utility function can be written in the form where V(ul, Uz) is a continuous and increasing function of its two variables ul, Uz, and where both ztl(x1) and Uz(2x) have the stronger continuity property attributed to U(1x) in Postulate 1. JVe shall call ul(x1) itn~izediate utility or one-period utility (at time t = 1), interpreting it as a numerical indicator of the satisfaction level associated with the consumption vector xl in period 1. U z (~x ) will be called prospective zttility (as from time t = 2), with a similar interpretation with regard to the remaining future. Whereas this suggests calling U(1x) prospective utility as from time 1, we shall for contrast call it aggregate utility (aggregated, that is, over all future time periods). Finally, the function V(u1, Uz), to be called the aggregator, indicates how any given pair of utility levels, immediate (ul) and prospective (Uz) stacks up against any other pair in making choices for the entire future.
5*.
Since xl and xi as well as 2% and 2x' can be interchanged in Postulate 3a, and since "> " means " 2 and not 5 " and "=" means " 2 and 5 ," Postulate 3a implies that, for all X I , xi, ax, 2x',
UTILITY AND I3IPATIENCE
(gx% ) 2%) implies LT(xl, ~x ' ) = C(x;, ax') . \Ye assign to 2% a particular value zx0 for which tlie statement made in Postulate 2 is valid, and define Z~I ( X I )-[-(XI, 2x0).
(9) \Yc then read from (8=)that ~r,(xl) = ztl(x;) implies U(x1, 2x') = ;-(xi, ax') for ali 2%' ,\gain writing 2% for ZX', this means that
.\pplying a similar argument to Postulate 3b and defining we obtain for cT(,x) the form (7).I t follows from the definitions (9) and (10) that z~~j x l ) have tlie same continuity property as G(lx). and U Z (~~) Since zll(xl) is defined on a connected set X , its continuity implies that the set of values assumed by zdl(xl) on X is an interval I,,. By Postulate 2, I,, has more than one point. Ry (8>) and (9) we see that V(zl1, U2) is increasing in ul on I,,, for all C2. iJIoreover, since for any 2% E 1X the function L7(x1, zx) is continuous with regard to xl on S, the set of values assumed by T'(l.11, U2) for all zhl in I,, and any given Uz is also an interval. Since an increasing function that assumes all values in an interval must be continuous, it f o l l o~s that V(u1, Uz) is continuous with regard to u1, for all Cz.
By similar reasoning, the set of values assumed by Ug(zx) on 1X is an interval I r 2 , and if I v 2 contains more than one point, V(u1, I;z) is increasing and continuous wit11 regard to U2 on I c,, for all zll. It is easily seen that, in this case, tr(ztl, lT2) is continuous in (ul, U2) jointly on I,, x I c,.
I t may be anticipated here that Postulate 4 of the next section will ensure that I(.,contains more than one point. To see this, let x2, xb, 3% be vectors satisfying Postulate 2, hence
of Postulate 4, and find that which is possible only if Uz(zx) assumes more than one value.
Postulate 3b says t h a t t h e preference ordering within a class of programs ~x with a common first-period consumption vector xl does not depend on what that vector xlis. \lie now go a step further a n d require t h a t t h a t preference ordering be the same as the ordering of corresponding programs obtained by advancing the timing of each future consumption vector by one period (and, of course, forgetting about the common first-period vector originally stipulated). This expresses the idea that the passage of time does not have an effect on preferences.
I n the light of (7) and the fact that V(u1, U2) increases with Uz,this is equivalent to
Uz(2x)2 -U2(2xf) if and only if U(zx)2 U(zxl).
By reasoning similar to that in Section 5*, it follo\vs that
denotes its inverse,6 the monotonic transformation preserves the preference ordering defined by U ( l x ) , and makes the functions U$(zx) and U*(zx) identical. We can therefore hereafter drop the time subscripts from the symbols u : , uT( ), U z , U z ( ). If, now that the reasoning has been completed, we also drop all the asterisks, we have, instead of (7), the simpler relation
This relation will be the point of departure for all further reasoning.
I t says that the ordering of pairs of utility levels-immediate, u ( x l ) ,and prospective, U(zx)--defined by the aggregator V ( u , U ) is such as to produce an ordering of programs for all future time, identical but for a shift in time with the ordering of programs that start with the second period. Of course, can again be substituted for ~x in (1 I ) , giving U(zx) = V j~( x z ) , U(3h)) and so on. The function V ( u , U ) is again continuous and increasing in its arguments u , U .
Since both u(x1)and U(2x)are continuous, the arguments u , U of V(zt, U ) can take any value in an interval I,, I", respectively, and the values attained by V ( u , U ) fill the interval I". Since we are dealing with ordinal utility, there is still freedom to apply separate increasing transformations to z~ (x,) and to with corresponding transfor~nations of V ( u , U ) , so as to make both I, and I" coincide with the unit interval extending from 0 to 1. The aggregator V ( u ,U) can then be represented, though incompletely, by its niveau lines in the unit square, which are descending to the right, as shown in Figure 2 .
"I ant
The representation is incomplete in that one still has to associate with each niveau line a numerical value of the function, which is to be referred to the vertical scale. I t is also somewhat arbitrary in that separate increasing transformations of u and U that preserve the common end points 0, 1 of I, and I" are still permitted. The information conveyed by V ( u , U) is therefore as yet somewhat hidden in those interrelations between the niveau lines, the verticals, the horizontals, and the numerical niveaus themselves, which are invariant under such transformations. 
A D E r I S I T I O N O F IMPXTIESCE
Sow that n-e have succeeded in associating with each period's consumption vector xt a utility level u t = u ( x t )deyived frovz the same function u( ) for each period, we are in a position to define impatience as an attribute of a program 1%.
Obviously, any program with ul = uz meets this condition. If ztl > us, the condition says that interchange of the first-period consumption vector xl with the less desirable second-period vector xz decreases aggregate utility.
Clearly, if lx -(xl, xz, 3%) meets this condition with ul > uz,then = (xz, xl, 3x) meets the condition with zti -u(xz)< ui -u(xl ).
-4lthough impatience is here defined as an attribute of a program lx, we shall also say that impatience prevails in the point (ul, uz, U3) in a three-dimensional utility space if the above condition is met.
In Sections 9-12 we shall study some preliminary problems in order to turn in Section 13to the main problem of finding areas in the program space (or in the utility space of zil, uz, U3) where impatience prevails.
COIZ1II:SI'ONDING LEVELS OF IMMEDIATE AND PROSPECTIVE ITTILITY
In this section we contrast only the first period with the remaining future. Again omitting time subscripts from the corresponding utility variables 141 and Up, we shall study the question whether, if one of the two utilities, immediate (u) or prospective ( C )is given, one can find for the other one a value that equates prospective and aggregate utility,
X pair (16, CI that satisfies this condition will be callecl a pair of corres$o~zdi~zg (immediate and prospective) utility levels. One interpretation of this correspondence is that the immediate utility level 1. 1 just compensates for the postponement of a program with aggregate utility U by one period. -%nother still simpler interpretation will be given in Section 10. The existence of a prospective utility U corresponding to a given immediate utility u is readily established. Let u be a point of I,. Then there exists a one-period consumption vector n such that zi(x) = 11. The aggregate utility 17(,,nx) of the constant program in which x is repeated indefinitely then sat~sfies, bv ( 1 l ) , because a shift in time does not nloclify the program. Hence U = U(,,,x) rneets the condition (15)in conjunction with the given ZI.
\Ye shall now prove that for each u there is only one corresponding U, which represents a contilluous increasing function
of u,to be called the correspo~zde~zce frirzctio~z. I t follows from this that, conversely, to each I/' there is one and only one corresponding zc. Figure 3 illustrates the connection between V ( u ,U) and W ( u ) . Since 21' > u the function V ( u f , U") -V ( u , U") is positive. As it is also continuous, we have
Using, with regard to any program lx, the notation we then have, as long as t~S U' -U , and if couu '= (u', u', . . .) ,
U (~X ' ( ' ) ) = L ( e o n~' ;U ) = Vr-l(,,,ur; V ( u r ,U ) ) 2 V T -x ( c o n~' ;
V(a, 67 + E ) --V T -~( o n u ' ; = V(U', U + E ) ) 2 V7-2(Cou~'; V ( u , U +8) + e) U + E ) V7-2(COn~'; 2 VT-~(COIIU'; - 2 U + ZE. U f 2E) 2 .
. . 2 V(U', U + (t I)&)
But then we can choose z such that U + z~ iU' but U(lxr('))2 U + w 2 UIV, a contradiction of (19) which thereby proves Lemma 1 . The reasoning is illustrated in Figure 4 , where the locus 
PROOF [see Figure 5 ). We first prove (21) with u' = u by considering its negation. This says that there exists U" E I Uwith U" > U such that V (u, U") -U" 2 0. But this implies by Lemma l a that there exists U"'wit11 (14) and Lemma l a (with 0 substituted for U , and W(0)for U'),since V(0, U") -U" < 0 for any U" such that 0 < U" (= W(0)is precluded by Lemma 2 and the continuity of V ( u , U") with respect to u. Similar reasoning for the case 1 E I, completes the proof of ( 17).
EQUIVALENT CONSTANT PROGRAM
Now that the correspondence of utility levels u , U has been shown to be one-to-one and reversible, another interpretation is available. Given an aggregate utility level U , find the corresponding immediate utility u , and a one-period consumption vector x for which it is attained, u ( x ) = u. Then we can reinterpret (16) to mean that the program , , , x obtained by indefinite repetition of the vector x again has the given aggregate utility U(,,,x) = U . The correspondence (17) therefore gives us a means to associate with any program a constant program of the same aggregate utility.
10". If Postulate 5 is not assumed, the possibility exists of a program ~x with successive one-period utility levels u(xt) increasing (or decreasing) with t in such a way that no equivalent constant program and no compensation for a postponement of IX by one period exist.
. EQUATING CORRESPONDING UTILITY LEVELS
The correspondence function W ( u )can be used to change the scale of one of the two utility types, for instance of u , in such a way as to equate corresponding utility levels. The appropriate increasing transformation is defined by
where u = W -l ( u * )is the inverse of u* = W ( u ) .If now u* and U* represent corresponding utility levels on the new scales, we have
and hence, by the definition of W ( u ) ,
Hence the new correspondence function U* = W * (u*)is simply the identity U* = u*, represented in the new form of Figure 3 by the diagonal connecting (0,O) with ( 1 , l ) .Although this change of scale is not essential for any of the reasoning that follows, we shall make it in order to simplify formulae and diagrams. Dropping asterisks again, the correspondence relation (15) now takes the form
REPEATING PROGRAMS
A program in which a given sequence lx, of z one-period vectors X I , xz, . . .,
x, is repeated indefinitely will be called a repeating program, to be denoted The sequence lx, will be called the pattern of the repeating program, z its span, provided no z' < z exists permitting the same form. Tie shall use the
- -(u1, . . ., 24,) u , ( 1~~) .
. ., Z L ( X , ) )
for the corresponding sequences of one-period utility levels, and call lu, the utility pattern corresponding to lx,. The function
then indicates how the utility level U of any program is modified if that program is postponed by t periods and a pattern with the corresponding utility pattern lu, is inserted to precede it. Given a utility pattern l z r , = u,(lx,), we can now ask whether there is a utility level U which is not affected by such a postponement,
Obviously, the utility level (27) u= U(repx,) meets this requirement, because the program r e D X , itself is not modified by such postponement. By an analysis entirely analogous to that already given for the case z = 1, one can show that this utility level is unique and hence is a function (28) u = W, (,u,) of the utility pattern. This function is a ge?zeraZized corresflorzde~zce function. One can interpret it either as the aggregate utility of any program, the postponement of which by z periods can just be compensated by insertion of a sequence lx, with u,(lx,) = lu,, or as the aggregate utility of the repeating program r e p ( l~, ) , where again u,(lx,) = lu,. As before, one can show that W(lu,) is continuous and increasing with respect to each of the variables ul, . . ., u,. Finally, as before in the case z = 1, 12*. The uniqueness of the solution of (26)and the first set of inequalities in (29) are proved by having an arbitrary one of the variables ul, . . ., u, play the role performed by u in Section 9*. To prove continuity and monotonicity of W, (lu,) , that role is assigned successively to each of these variables. The second set of inequalities in (29)then follows from (26),(28) and the fact that V, (u,; U ) increases with U.
To obtain one further interesting result we revert to the notation (20). By repeated application of (29)we have, for n = l,2, . . .,
where VnT(,,,uT, U"') is increasing with n if U"' < U , decreasing if U"' > U. (31) lim VnT(raDthT ; U"') n+m exists for all U"' E lo. But for any such U"' insertion of (31)for U in (26) satisfies that condition, which we know to be satisfied by U only. Hence, by (28), (32) lim VnT(,,,uT; U"') = V m(repus)= W 7 ( 1~T )for all U"' E Iv.
It follows that
n--t m
ALTERNATIXG PROGRAMS AND IMPATIENCE
A repeating program with a span 2 = 2 will be called an alternating program. Its one-period utility sequence alternates between two different levels, u' and u", say, which we shall always choose such that
If we write w '= (u',u") ,w" -( u",u') for the two possible utility patterns, the two possible alternating programs have the respective utility sequences ( (34.l) repw" -- (u", u', u t l , u', . . .) .
The implications of the preceding analysis for this type of program are illustrated in Figure 6 . The aggregate utility level U' corresponding to (347, (35) U' = Wz@'),
Hence U' can be read off, as indicated in Figure 6 , from a quadrilateral consisting of two horizontals and two niveau lines (drawn solid), with two vertices on the diagonal of the unit square, the other two vertices on the verticals at u = 24' and u = u", respectively. Enlarging on (36),we also have from (29) Hence, for any program with an aggregate utility U # U', postponement by two periods with insertion of the utility pattern (u',u") in the first two periods thereby vacated will bring the aggregate utility closer to U', without overshooting. By (32), indefinite repetition of this operation will make the aggregate utility approach U' as a limit (see dotted lines for a case with U < U'). Symmetrically to (37),we have with similar interpretations, and where U" is related to U ' , u" and u' by
as indicated in Figure 6 , and proved in detail below.
We are now ready to draw inferences about the presence of impatience in certain parts of the utility space. The functions @'(U)and @"(U) introduced in (37)and (38) are related to the criterion of impatience by
Since u' > M", impatience is present whenever @ ( U ) > 0. Reference to (37) and (38), or to Figure 7 in which the implications of (37) and (38) are exhibited, shows that, since @'(U)> 0 for 0 I -U < U' and @"(U) < 0
This proves the presence of impatience in a central zone of the space of the utility triples (u', u", U ) , as illustrated in Figure 8 . I t is to be noted that the result (41) is obtained as long as the two marked points do not fall on the same side of the horizontal a t U . This is the case precisely if U" 5 -U 2 U'.
Two other zones can be added to this one, on the basis of the monotonicity of V ( u , U ) with respect to U . If we define U ,
if solutions of these equations exist, and by U -= 0, and/or 0 = 1 otherwise, Figure 9 suggests that (43)
A detailed proof is given below.
There are indications that in the intermediate zones, u" < U < U" and U f < U < u', impatience is the general rule, neutrality toward timing a conceivable exception. The behavior of @(U) in these zones will not be analyzed further in this paper, in the hope that an argument simpler than that which has furnished these indications may still be found.
For the sake of generality of expression, we shall state the present results in a form that does not presuppose the, convenient but inessential, transformation introduced in Section 11 to equate corresponding utility levels. 
.).
This is, in a way, a surprising result. The phenomenon of impatience was introduced by Bohm-Bawerk as a psychological characteristic of human economic preference in decisions concerning (presumably) a finite time horizon. It now appears that impatience, at least in one central and two outlying zones of the space of programs, is also a necessary logical consequence of more elementary properties of a utility function of programs with an infinite time horizon: continuity (uniform on each equivalence class), sensitivity, aggregation by periods, independence of calendar time (stationarity), and the existence of extreme programs. 13*. PROOF.In order to prove relations (39) and (43) on which Theorem 1 depends, without reference to a diagram, we lift from the already proved statements (37) and (38)the defining relations (44")and (44') V(u", V(u', U") 
of U" and U', respectively. From (44') we read that V (u", V(u', V(u", U ' ) 
This, and an argument symmetric to it, establish the equalities in (39).
Kow assume first that U" < U'. In that case, because V ( u ,U )increases with U , 0 = V ( u ' , U") -U' < V ( u ' , U') -U' , whence U' < u' by Lemma 2, since V ( u ' , 24') -24' = 0. By similar reasoning, U" > u", establishing the inequalities in (39) for the present case. But the same reasoning applied to the assumption U" 2 U' would entail u" 1 U" 2 U' i-2 u', which is contradicted by the datum that u' > u". This completes the proof of (39).
To prove (43)we note that, given u ', u" with u' > u", U ,and V ( u " , V ( u f , U ) ) using in succession (24),Lemma 2, the monotonicity of V ( u , U ) with respect to U , and (42).But then also using again (24) and Lemma 2. A comparison of these results establishes (43). The forms here given to the proofs of (39) and (43) have.been chosen so that they may carry over by mere reinterpretation to a more general case to be considered in a later paper.
I t might seem only a small additional step if to Postulate 3 we add7 I f I POSTULATE 3' (3'a and 3'b). For all x l , x2, 3x, xi, x2, 3 x , I n fact, i t follows from a result of Debreu [2], that this would have quite drastic implications. Postulates 1-5 and 3' together satisfy the premises of a theorems which, translated in our notation and terminology, says t h a t one can find a monotonic transformation of U(lx) such that Taken in combination with the stationarity Postulate 4, this would leave only the possibility t h a t that is, aggregate utility is a discounted sum of all future one-period utilities, with a constant discount factor a. This form has been used extensively in the literature.9 Since the form (47) is destroyed by any other transformations than increasing linear ones, one can look on Postulate 3' (as Debreu does) as a basis (in conjunction with the other postulates) for defining a cardinal utility function (47). While this in itself is not objectionable, the constant discount rate seems too rigid to describe important aspects of choice over time. If for the sake of argument we assume that the aggregator function V(zt, U) is differentiable, it is shown below that the discount factor is invariant for differentiable monotonic transformations. Obviously, it can take different values for different common values of U = u.The main purpose of the system of postulates of this paper therefore is to clarify behavior assumptions that will permit the relative weight given to the future as against the present to vary with the level of all-over satisfaction attained -a consideration which can already be found in the work of Irving Fisher C41.
14*. To prove the invariance of (48), we observe that the increasing transformations of V, u, U that preserve ( It should finally be noted that Postulates 3'a and 3'b are not counterparts to each other in the way in which Postulates 3a and 3b are counterparts. The respective counterparts, in that sense, to Postulates 3'a and 3'b are implied in Postulates 1-5, and hence do not need restatement.
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